The Great Leap Forward:
Through Various Eyes

Mao’s Great Failure

Great Leap Forward Chronology
1953: First Five Year Plan & Collectivization - Cooperatives
1956/7: Hundred Flowers Campaign & Anti-Rightist
Movement
1958: Second Five Year Plan- Great Leap Forward
1958: Collectivization Begins - Communes
1958: Communes Setup & Backyard Furnaces
1960: Mao Zedong steps down as Head of State

Early Years, and The Communist’s Promises
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The communists remaining after the Long March treated the peasants very well and gained
their support
Mao took over China, bankrupt and devastated
Mao immediately set out to reform China
Mao and the communists promised that after a few years of hard work, China would be equal
and prosperous. Said Mao, “China will now be free from inequality, poverty, and foreign
domination.”
Communists wanted industrialization, and wanted everyone to participate
The Communist Party believed in the strength of the masses as a way to combat funding
problems and poverty while industrializing
China’s people were desperate for radical change after the enormous economic inequality of
years before Mao’s regime, so they bought into Mao’s Great Leap Forward

The USSR’s influence on China
● “We are looking upon the
Soviet Union as our
example in the building of
our country.”
● China tried to copy the
USSR’s 5 year economic
plan

Dali Lang: An Inside Perspective (Kyle K)
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The Great Leap Forward was the most influential period
of Chinese History because it led to adopt reforms in
rural areas. (Land Reforms)
Landowners were stripped of their property during the
GLF in order to improve conditions for everybody else
Lots of people had to abandon their homes in search of
food
The biggest goal that Chairman Mao had set out was that
he wanted China to become a leading industrial power.
To achieve that goal, Chairman Mao set up construction
to build steel plants across the country

The Commune System
80% of china's population was rural around the
commencement of the GLF.
Farmer peasants were now sometimes
assigned to do construction projects instead of
farm.
Mao used propaganda to garner enthusiasm for
the GLF.

Hold High The Red Flag of People’s Communes
and March On
● Why communes were good
○ 10,000 households - woa!
○ Merges industry, agriculture, exchange,
education, military
○ Management was easier
○ More efficient in big groups
○ More funds

Propaganda Posters- Eleanor Duren
● Always showed the people of China happy and
prosperous
● Encouraged/showed the benefits of collectivization
● Depicted advancing technology and steel
production
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Propaganda Posters
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Study the advance
steel production
Experience of the
Soviet Union
Vegetables green
and lush
Cucumbers plump
Harvest yield is
abundant

1960 CIA document
-The Chinese moved away from the system of land distribution.
-The collective plots were seen as vital to increase food output.
-To help the peasants work they had free meals and still earned wages, wage
based on work was eventually abridged while increasing food rations.
-The government moved toward a system of distributing food and other
supplies to people rather than food and a salary, a major turning point into
communism for it proclaimed equality of the masses.

The Beginning...
● The first few stages of the Great Leap Forward were
met with very promising success.
● But as productivity decreased the quotas only went up.
● This resulted in widespread famine across China

Jung Chang - a Personal Look at the
Great Leap (Ch 12 of Wild Swans)
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Capable women can make a meal without
food? “impossible fantasies were supposed
to become a reality”
The Great Leap’s emphasis on steel created
only “useless turds” and resulted in an
estimated 30 million deaths
“Mao said that the famine was caused 70
percent by natural disasters and 30 percent
by human error”
People believed this because of isolation
and exaggeration of foreign harvests (400 jin
of wheat harvested per mu vs 10,000
jin/mu)

Jung Chang continued
●

●
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“Mao’s authority was
unchallengeable-even though he
was clearly in the wrong”
“The Great Leap Forward
triggered off the most serious
split in the leadership since the
Communists had taken power”
Personal tragedies:
○ Maid: death of mother, both
brothers, and sister in law
○ Relative’s neighbor: victim
of baby abduction and
slaughter

How do you think that communes were
able to be so isolated - to the point that
they did not realize that famine was a
national issue?

Alternative view to the Great Leap Forward
1950: Food declined sharply, China also suffered from the worst climatic disaster
1960: Crop damage caused by floods and drought affected over half of China’s
agricultural lands. China-Soviet relations began to weaken, soviets withdrew experts,
halted aid, and walked off with blueprints to unfinished industrial installations, and
also left China in huge debt.
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NYT: Mao’s Great Leap to Famine
● People often starved to death because workers
left the fields for to make steel
● People put to death because they broke a law and
stole food
● People died because of cannibalism because of
the starvation.

Promises… and the Bleak Truth (Kyle K)
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Mao promised to send China to its own “Promise Land”
The Communists promised to build a fair society
1 in every 10 peasant died because of starvation
The peasants who starved to death didn’t die because of the lack of
food, they died because they did not receive enough food from the
Communist Party, even though they had enough to feed everyone.
A total of 36 million peasants died in the 4 years if the Great Leap
Forward

The peoples century: Great Leap Forward

Intellectual Opinions From the
Hundred Flowers Period (Alex G.)
● Called upon intellectuals to voice their
criticisms
● Intellectuals at first were hesitant to speak
but were convinced they had permission to
do so
● Those who spoke out were later killed or
taken to forced labor camps
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The Hundred Flowers Campaign May 1956
According to Lu Dingyi

Goals:
○ “comradely criticism, made in the cause of unity”
○ “We have learned a little, but much remains to be learnt… we must
not mechanically copy everything”
○ “the suppression of counter-revolutionaries was necessary and timely
but too many persons were put to death”
○ “there is still a certain distance between some intellectuals and our
Party”
Possible causes:
○ 1953-4 power struggles and internal purges of key
intellectuals/leaders
○ Khruschev’s denunciation of Stalinist system
○ Communism’s “self-proclaimed monopolization of
political truth created a hunger for greater democracy”

Hundred Flowers Campaign, Yu Dingyi cont’d:

A Collection of Opinions
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“Let flowers of many kinds blossom, diverse schools of thought contend!”
During the Spring and Autumn period and the Warring States period, it
was the golden age due to competing ideas, so why not have new ideas
now?
“where conditions [are] not appropriate, co-operatives should be allowed
to disband” *paraphrased idea of Huang Chen-lu
“[Do] away with the absolute leadership of the Party” Huang Chen-lu and
Chang Po-shang
“Only when the privileges of Party members [are] done away with [will]
genuine Communist join the Party.” *paraphrased idea of Huang and
Chang
“The destiny of 600 million people is dictated by the pen of 6 people...”

Documentary on the Famine of the
Great Leap Forward (Alex G.)
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Many people attempted to flee the country
Raced to build socialism
Millions died from starvation
Lied about the death toll
Thousands of cases of cannibalism
Liu Shaoqi worked to put an end to the Great Leap Forward
Mao re-establish farming and the free market
Staged the trips of foreign journalist
Mao recruited the youth to go against the party bureaucrats
Liu arrested and soon after dies

Why The Great Leap Forward Failed
● first the steel that was produced was very low quality
and most of it couldn’t be used
● the building and maintaining of the steel furnaces was
very expensive
● factories that were producing other products were
converted into steel factories causing massive
shortages
● food shortages leading to the starvation of China’s
people can be connected to the emphasis on steel
production which neglected agricultural work
Eleanor Duren

Mao’s Reaction to the Atom Bomb
● Even in China was to be attacked, it is too
big to be defeated, even by the atom bomb
● Even if the Earth was destroyed it would
not matter to the universe
● Mao wants to avoid war with the US

5th secondary source

The question of Agricultural Cooperation

